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1 Read the statements and mark them true (T) or false (F). 

1 The Edinburgh Festival first started in Britain before World War II.
2 The ‘Fringe’ offers alternative events to the main festival.
3 Actors only come from Scotland or England.
4 Some actors perform in unusual venues.

2 Listen to Steve talking about his visit to the Edinburgh Fringe. Listen again then complete the text.
Loud - last - Star Wars - props - Los Angeles - cinema - girlfriend - glove - laughing

Steve is from .......................... . He came to Edinburgh .......................... year. This year he is with his ............................ .
Steve knows a lot about .......................... , so he really enjoyed the first show. He thought the ........................... were very
clever, especially the .......................... used to represent Yoda from the film “..........................”. His girlfriend couldn’t stop
.......................... at the show called “Fat, Bald and ..........................”.
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Fringe = margine
perform = rappresentare
main = principale
venues = spazi
hiring = in affitto
anything goes = 
va bene tutto

History of the Fringe The Edinburgh International Festival was created in 1947 after
the Second World War with the idea of re-uniting Europe
through culture.
The Fringe started because 8 theatre companiesfrom Scotland and England wanted to performnew music and plays to the public in small pubsand clubs in the city, as an alternative to the mainFestival. The actors were so successful that theFringe is now an official alternative to the mainevents in the Edinburgh Festival. 

Daily entertainment throughout the summer!Come and see actors from Adelaide to Zagrebperform in over 2,000 productions in 247different venues around the city duringAugust and September! Be prepared for ahuge variety of entertainment, in someunusual places from church halls to hiringrooms! 

Amazing choice
There is something for all the family fromcomedy and cabaret to music and drama andbecause there is no restriction onthe type of materialperformed, anything goes!

16 The Edinburgh Fringe
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3 Read the text about the Military Tattoo and answer these questions.

1 Where do they perform the Tattoo?
2 What things can you see in the show?
3 Are all the people in it Scottish?

4 Work with a partner. Talk about culture festivals in your country. Think about these things. 

What kind of cultural festivals are there in your country? Have you ever visited one?
Was it a music or a theatre festival?
Where did it take place?
What was your favourite part of it?
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takes place = si svolge

Crown Jewels = 

gioielli della corona

drills = esercitazioni

guest = ospiti

bagpipes = cornamuse

drumming = percussioni

A Scottish tradition:

The Edinburgh Military Tattoo

The Military Tattoo is a major event in the

Edinburgh Festival and takes place every

evening in front of the historic Edinburgh

Castle. The castle now contains a military

museum including the Scottish Crown

Jewels. The event is a display of military

skills, including combat procedures and

drills. It is also a celebration of military

music. During the Tattoo, there are

displays of highland dancing in

traditional Scottish costume and a

military parade with bands like the

Massed Pipes and Drums from

Scotland, playing the bagpipes.

There are also guest bands like the

Top Secret Drum Corps from

Switzerland who do incredibly fast

drumming and exotic dancers and

drummers from China and Tonga. 
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